
Grade Translation Table (SD3002) 
 
Use the Grade Translation Table (SD3002) to establish default conversions for grades 
from other colleges to your college’s grading symbols. If your college offers WAOL 
classes, you will have already set up grade translations for WAOL grades. It is optional 
to use the table for incoming transcripts; however, if you do not create this table, you 
will need to translate some incoming grades individually. 
 
Use the columns on the left side of the screen to indicate grades and grade ranges 
being transferred in. Use the columns on the right side of the screen to indicate your 
college’s equivalent grades. You should set the table up to translate both incoming letter 
grades and decimal grades to the appropriate grades at your college. 
 
The Grade Translation Table accommodates the following types of grade conversions: 
 
Conversion type: For example: 

Decimal grade range to a letter grade Convert 2.6 – 3.4 grades to letter grade B 

Decimal grade range to a plus or minus grade Convert 2.7 – 2.9 grades to letter grade B- 

Plus or minus grade to a decimal grade Convert B- grades to decimal grade 2.8 

Plus or minus grade to a letter grade Convert B- grades to letter grade B 

Letter grade to a decimal grade Convert B grades to decomal grade 3.0 

 
More than one incoming grade or decimal grade range (or both) can translate to the 
same local grade. 
 
The following processes use the data in this table to suggest grade translations for 
course information on student transcripts or WAOL grades received by your college: 
 

• Transcript Evaluation Screen (SD3004) 

• Pending Transcript Evaluations report (SD3103) 
To obtain the report, run job SD3103J 

• Incoming Electronic Transcript Translations report (SD3204) 
To obtain the report, run job group SG105R 

• WAOL web grading 

 

Note: Before you can enter letter or plus/minus grades on the right side of the screen, 
they must be valid grades entered on the Grade Attributes Table (SM6002). Before you 
can enter decimal grades on the right side of the screen, the decimal grade indicator on 
the Grade Processing Options screen (SM6003) must be Y (yes, college uses decimal 
grades). 
 
The grade information that you enter on this screen applies to incoming grades from 
any college or source; it does not reflect grade equivalencies for a specific college or 
school. 



 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

               

This side of the screen 
is used to enter 
grades coming in from 
another college or 
university. 

This side of the screen 
is used to enter the 
grades at your college 
that are equivalent to 
the incoming grades. 

In this example, 
the college uses 
decimal grades 
and identifies 
which decimal 
grade to use for 
each letter grade 
that is 
transferred in.   

In this example, 
the college uses 
letter grades and 
identifies which 
letter grade to 
use for each 
decimal grade 
range.   



 
 

                
 
 

Grade translations entered on SD3002 are stored in the TRNSLT-GR-D table in the TBL4 
database. 

If the Gr and 
Decimal Gr 
fields on the 
right side of 
the screen are 
blank for an 
incoming grade 
entry, the 
system 
assumes a 0.0 
grade but it 
shows as blank 
on this screen. 

Even if an 
incoming grade 
and decimal 
grade range 
translate to the 
same grade, 
don’t put them in 
the same row. 
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